
WHY SUPPORT RESEARCH AT NASA? 

CLIMATE CHANGE: A BIG-PICTURE LOOK AT A HUGE ISSUE.
“Higher northern latitudes are getting warmer, Arctic sea ice and the duration of 
snow cover are diminishing, the growing season is getting longer, and plants are 
growing more,” says BU Earth & Environment Professor Ranga Myneni. How does 
he know? As part of a NASA-funded study, he and colleagues quantified plant 
growth changes at different latitudes using data collected by polar orbiting satel-
lites from 1982 to 2011. Unfortunately, it appears that in the Arctic, it is all too easy 
being green. 

STAY TUNED. MARS IN HI-DEF IS NEXT!
The sky is definitely not the limit for Engineering Professor Jonathan Klamkin, 
who might just make hi-definition video from deep space possible with HELIOS 
(Heterogeneous Laser Transmitter Integration for Low SWaP). NASA is impressed 
enough to award him an Early Career Faculty Space Tech Research Grant, given to 
outstanding researchers early in their careers developing innovative space technol-
ogies. Klamkin and BU’s Integrated Photonics Group hope to create smaller, lighter, 
more powerful laser light transmitters for deep space missions that can make 
sending hi-def video from space fast and practical. Not to mention very cool.

WHAT HAPPENS ON VENUS DOESN’T STAY ON VENUS.
Venus is hot and has very little water, but it is believed to have had an ocean’s 
worth long ago. What happened? BU’s Center for Space Physics Director John 
Clarke manages a space-based telescope that measures ultraviolet light from 
Venus’s atmosphere to help determine the historic escape of water. Combining the 
findings with data from the Hubble telescope, the NASA-funded project hopes to 
increase our understanding of Venus’s climate and development. Understanding all 
the planets helps us better understand our own.

We hope you’ll 
give strong 
consideration 
to supporting 
funding for 
NASA. If you 
have any ques-
tions or would 
like to discuss 
further the role  
NASA plays in 
our daily lives, 
please visit 
bu.edu/federal.

Through more than $6.53 million in research grants, Boston University has 
been helping the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
reveal the unknown so that what we do, and learn, will benefit all human-
kind.

FOR STARTERS, BECAUSE THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT  
IS A VERY HOT TOPIC.
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WE CAN’T DEAL WITH CLIMATE CHANGE UNLESS WE UNDERSTAND IT.  NASA AND BOSTON UNIVERSITY ARE WORKING TOGETHER TO QUANTIFY ARCTIC MELTING AND INCREASING PLANT GROWTH.


